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They are a married couple living in southeastern
Wisconsin (just outside of Milwaukee). In addition to

their 5th season of their own garden talk radio
show in 2021 listen and download past shows here.  
Joey & Holly make videos on YouTube about how to

grow your own food organically, reusing found
items (or items you may just throw away), what to

do with the food you grow, home canning and
simple home living. They have over 1,950 videos on

their YouTube Channel Here They grow in the
ground, raised beds, straw bales, containers and
indoor herbs. From seed starting to canning they
cover it all. Their goal through their radio show,
videos, and social media pages is to show the

average person how easy it is to grow food, store
food, and reuse everyday items. Their motto is

“grow with us”. Holly is also an award winning home
canner with a handful of ribbons from the

Wisconsin State Fair including a Best of Show award
for her home canning talents. If you find this

interesting and have any questions or would like to
talk further we can be emailed at

gardentalkradio@gmail.com.

About Us 

Joey and Holly Baird 
are founder of The Wisconsin Vegetable Gardener 

https://thewisconsinvegetablegardenerpodcast.podomatic.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBuHZBOAdIYEYpBB3dvQm_g
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Novelty Ball Jars 
We are all are aware of the common

Ball jar sizes half pint, pint, quart and

half gallon. But Ball made some large

jars way outside of the norm. We have

found mixed and very little Information

on when these large jars were made.

We know there were a one gallon (far

left 12 inches tall), two gallon (center

16 inches tall) three and four gallon(far

right 19 1/2 inches tall) jars made.

There are post online of jars for sale

stating they have a five gallon but the

measurements are the same as our

four gallon Jar. The jars we have found

was much easier then thought

however a three gallon jar looks o be

the hardest to locate.  
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Mulching is one of the most important practices you should do. If you are not already doing this you need to include

into your weekly or quarterly gardening projects. Mulching has many great benefits, as the mulch breaks down it

feeds the soil which in turn feeds your plants. It also suppresses weeds and retains moisture. Mulch can be used in

raised beds, traditional ground, as well as containers. We have several go to mulches we like to use in our garden.

We garden with raised beds, containers and in the ground. In no particular order chemical-free seed free, grass

clippings are easy go to during the summer months. If your grass is going to seed this does not benefit the garden

as those seed 

will drop and begin growing in the garden.

        Chemical-free is even more important than the seed free. If you spray your lawn with a chemical that is a

weed and feed, that chemical bonds to the leaves of the grass. When you cut it back it and take it to your garden,

then water the garden that chemical is released off of the leaf of the grass. It then goes into the soil. This chemical

is used to kill broad leaf plants such as those that are the weeds in your lawn. Your are growing vegetables that

are broad leaf plants. These included tomatoes, peppers, eggplant, potatoes and the list goes on. Once the weed

and feed chemical is in your garden soil it is very difficult to mitigate the soil in order to get it to naturally dissipate.

It can take years for this chemical to dissipate. This also holds true if you take those grass clippings, bag them up

put them in your compost pile that has been sprayed with that weed and feed chemical. You have black soil and

you may think it is nutrient-rich but that chemical is still extremely active and will toxify the soil and kill many of the

plants in which you're trying to grow.

         Another go to for us is leaves. We use this method mostly in the fall, however, we stockpile leaves in large

piles in the garden each fall. We garden in a metropolitan area where the city pushes the leaves in the street to

takes to their municipality for composting. If we time it right, the piles are sitting in front of the house prior to them

picking it up. We collect the piles and bring large trash cans full to the garden to top the existing beds and

stockpile in the back corner. This is a great free resource also to put around young plants in the spring to hold

moisture in and suppress weeds. We do not mulch the leaves, however you can do that but they will break down

quicker. The larger the leaves (such as oak leaves) they would benefit from being shredded because if too many of

them are piled up in one area they choke out plants you are trying to grow. Shredded paper can be used as a

mulch also. It may not be the most eye-pleasing. 

Mulching is goodMulching is good  

B Y :  J O E Y  B A I R D  
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However we all have plenty of mail that can be shredded. You can put most of it in the compost bin and you can

experiment by using shredded paper as mulch. If you're concerned with the shredded paper blowing away, heavy

laying and water it in help. This seems to help to hold that mulch in position. Straw is another great resource if you

have access to it on the free side it works wonderful. You can purchase straw bales at your local garden center or

farm store

The one mulch I have left out is wood chips. Wood chips can be used as a mulch in perennial beds but not in

annual garden bed in our opinion. We would not use them in the beds that we turn over or till up. Wood chips do

take a number of years to break down and if dug into the soil can rob the soil of nitrogen and hinder your plants

growing to their maximum potential. If you have an asparagus bed or berry patch, wood chips would make a

great mulch for that area. There are synthetic types of mulches or weed fabrics. Some weed fabrics now are

biodegradable others are not and some allow more water to pass through them than others. We have never

experimented with synthetic or biodegradable manufactured mulches such as weed fabrics or weed barriers. We

look towards a more natural means of mulching our garden.

What type of mulch do you use? Feel free to send us an email at Gardentalkradio@gmail.com with the types

mulches you use.
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Garden TipGarden TipGarden Tip   
 

Fertilizing your plants is a very important aspect of getting healthy

plants, whether or not you have good nutrients in your soil or your

raised beds. What we find to be the easiest way is to take a

granular fertilizer that would be applicable toward this. We put it in

a small two gallon bucket. We find out what the application rate

per plant that the bag requires and then we tie the measuring cup

to the bucket with a long string, Note each type of fertilizer even if

it is  from the same company can have different measurement

requirements. With the string tied to the measuring cup that comes

with the bag of fertilizer. If it doesn't have a measuring cup you can

get one out of your kitchen or get one very cheaply. This way no

matter where you go in the garden or to the next planting you have

the tools you need and do not have to spend time digging around

to find the measuring cup in the bag or left at the previous planting

location. 

 
 



There is more to be

understood. The reason why

fifty percent of each

combined allows for proper

break down. Materials that are

high in carbon are typically

dry, “brown” materials, such as

cardboard, dried leaves,

straw, branches and other

woody or fibrous materials

that rot down very slowly.

Materials that are high in

nitrogen are typically moist,

“green” materials, such as

lawn/grass clippings, fruit and

vegetable scraps, animal

manure, coffee or tea grounds

and green leafy materials that

rot down very quickly. You

would then mix the compost a

few times a week. This can be

done in a tumbling composter,

or with a garden fork in a

compost pile or bin. Hot

composting can break down in

a few months. This is typically

called hot composting.  One

simple practice in composting

is called cold composting. This

is where you simply build a

pile of different compostable

materials and let it sit for 9 to

18 months while it breaks

down. You can simply take

your yard waste, kitchen

scraps, even things like torn up

newspapers and small pieces

of cloth. This will all break

down over time and become

usable compost for you.

  This method does not always

kill off weed seeds, so you

want to be aware of that when

weeding your garden. Cold

composting does not destroy

pathogens either, so if you put

diseased plants into your cold

compost, the diseases may

spread into the garden, hence

the common advice not to

compost diseased plants. The

other issue with cold

composting is that you end up

with lots of large pieces left

over in the compost when the

process is completed, whereas

hot compost looks like fine

black soil.

    It is important to know what

the rules are for composting

where you live. Some

municipalities don’t have a

preference as to where you

compost pile goes, and some

want it in a contained area, or

even off of the ground. A good

idea for a cheap compost

container is a large trash can

with locking handles. It is ideal

to drill several holes in the

trash can for proper air

circulation. Then when you

want to mix your compost, you

simply put the lid on, lock the

handles and then roll it up and

down your driveway or yard.

For standing tumbling

composters you can find plans

for that easily online.

Composting 
It is easier than you may think 

Composting is not as

complicated as some

people think. It is quite

simple. It can really be as

simple or as complicated as

you like. There is some

science behind composting

but its basic science. Two

basic materials that all

composting starts with are

browns and greens – carbon

and nitrogen. This needs to

be at a rate of fifty percent

of both for ideal

composting conditions. For

some gardeners that’s good

enough. 

.

 B Y  H O L L Y  B A I R D  
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Homemade compost pile 

6-Panel Enhanced Aeration
RootBuilder Composter

Use code Radio21 to save 15% orders 

Click 
picture 
to see 
video

https://youtu.be/QFhmaqEWspY
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1. The key to a healthy tomato plant is keeping it up off the ground. You can use many different types of devices

to support your tomatoes. From just a stake to a Florida weave trellis we would also suggest using a plant

support system from EZ Step Products (receive a 3rd plant support absolutely free with purchase of a kit and

use promo code: Joey 123) . The EZ Step Products allows you to adjust the support rings without damaging the

plant. The reason it is so important to get you plants off the ground is to allow air to get around the leaves and

to keep the fruit off the ground. By using a support system you will increase your tomato harvest by 50% as your

fruit will not rot on the ground.       

 
 

with these tips it will change  the way you grow tomatoes  
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Florida weave trellis EZ Step Products

2. Remove limbs approximately 6-8 inches from ground level up the plan and or

any limbs that are reaching, or touching the soil. This will allow more air

circulation to the plant. This primarily prevents soil from splashing up on the

leaves. That can introduce a variety of diseases to your tomato plant. You will

not hurt the plant by trimming the limbs, but do use proper cutting devices,

avoid pinching the limbs off. You can also mulch around the base of your plants

to prevent this issue. You can make your rounds every two weeks to keep leaves

and limb off the ground. 

https://ezstepproducts.com/
https://ezstepproducts.com/


 3. Spray your tomatoes, organically of course. Ingredients; 2 tablespoons of liquid seaweed per 1 gallon

(3.79 liters) of chlorine free water. You want to do this every 2 weeks through the growing season. The liquid

seaweed increases the sugar levels in the tomato plant.

The benefit is the plant will be more susceptible to colder weather as fall approaches, which may allow the

tomato plants to withstand freezing temperature because the sugar levels in the stem are higher than they

otherwise would be.

4. We don’t recommend cutting suckers from your plant.

Many gardeners encourage the removal of suckers which is

additional growth between the stem and the branch in its

joint (pictured below). Removing these does decrease the

yield , but in some cases could increase the health of the

plant. Leaving them on, these suckers will create additional

growth to the plant which will in turn create more

opportunities for tomatoes. Ultimately it is at the discretion

of the gardener whether or not to remove them, but we

see no need to.
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Why you should not plant a sprouting onion that's in your pantry. There

are a couple of reasons: one, the sprouting onion has already bulbed so

no more onions would grow. If you're wanting to have just green chives

you could plant the bulb. If you're looking to obtain seeds for next year’s

growing season it is not necessarily a good idea to plant a sprouting

onion. The reason being onions fall into three categorizes short day,

long day and midday types. What does this mean? It determines what

geographical area you live in the United States to which one of these

will grow for you best.  A long day is for the northern parts of the

country sort day is for the southern parts and midday is for the central

United States a line from Washington D.C across. If you just plant a

sprouting onion for seeds that you've gotten from your grocery store,

you do not know where the actual origins of that onion is. Growing for

seed would really be a waste of time. As long day onions will grow in

the south and short day in the north however they will not bulb. So you

can plant a sprouting onion for chives but beyond that it's just best to

eat it. The onion and the green chives are both good to eat.

 

Don't plant it, just eat itDon't plant it, just eat itDon't plant it, just eat it



A guide to help new gardeners start their garden by answering questions from new gardener 

My name is Diana Prince

and my nephew Jack and I

were talking about making a

garden in our backyard. I

know nothing about

gardening and I had

searched the Internet

looking for easy ways to do

this and could not find any.

However I did find the Joey

and Holly radio show. It is a

show about gardening for

common people. I decided

to write in to this magazine

so that I can get some

answers to some questions.

Number one:

How do I start a garden?

What I mean by how do I

start a garden is what do I

do to pick an area that

will be fertile enough to

grow some cooking

herbs?

      If you have an area in

your yard that gets 8 to 12

hours of sun a day, and the

grass looks green and plush,

you could plant there. Or

you could grow herbs in a

raised bed, or a container.

 If you choose to grow a

raised bed or in the ground,

make sure to call diggers

hotline before you dig or

build raised beds. 

 What cooking herbs can I

grow in the state of

Wisconsin? 

Basil, thyme, oregano,

rosemary, tarragon, sage,

parsley, lemongrass, mint, 

 I have pets. And other

animals that roam in my

backyard. What cooking

herbs are safe for animals?  

These are herbs you should

avoid with pets: 

Lemongrass, Mint, Oregano,

Tarragon.

 Will I need a raised bed

to keep my animals as

well as other animals out

of my garden? You could

grow in a raised bed, or you

could use fencing of some

type to keep animals out of

your garden. 

 How long will it be before

I see cooking herbs

growing in my garden? 

If you buy plants from a

garden center, within a

couple weeks, if you start from

seed it could be 8 - 10 weeks. 

 How often do I need to

water my cooking herbs?

Depends on the herbs, you

would have to do research on

each specific herb.

 How do I grow vegetables?

What I mean by this is I like

green onions, bell peppers,

onions, potatoes,

artichokes, lettuce,

cucumbers, tomatoes, and

green beans.

 Out of the list of vegetables

listed above, which ones

can I grow in the state of

Wisconsin?

You can grow all of those in

WI.  

Out of the list above what

vegetables are safe to grow

with animals?

Our only concern is potatoes

because the stalks and leaves

could be poisonous to animals

if they ate them

I am new to
gardening 

 
W O R D S  B Y  H O L L Y  B A I R D  &  D I A N A  P R I N C E
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Will I need to use pesticides

to grow these vegetables?

Its not necessary. Consistent

weeding and mulching will

help not having to use

pesticides. You can also be

vigilant and look for pests.

Soapy water does wonders

for a lot of pests like aphids. 

How much time will it take

to grow these vegetables?

It will vary from plant to plant.

The back of the seed package

will give you a time frame of

when you can harvest. The

label of the plant start will

also provide you with that

information.

How much water should I

use to grow these

vegetables? You would have

to do your research - most

vegetables like consistent

watering, but some herbs go

through dry and wet cycles.

It's important not to over

water. Staying on a consistent

watering schedule is key.    

What kind of soil do I

need to use? If you are

going to go the route of

making a raised bed a

compost or raised bed mix

is best. If you are going

make several beds then call

your local nursery to see if

the have a compost mix you

can buy in bulk this is

cheaper. If one bed then a

good bagged compost will

work. We have grown in the

grown for years just dig up

a spot in the lawn. after call

diggers hot line so they can

mark the under ground

utilities. It is a free service. 

 

Can I save space by

growing up, my

vegetables and cooking

herbs together?

you can intercrop, which

means growing crops such

as herbs and vegetables

together. You can also

trellis vining vegetables. You

also want to use tomato

supports or cages to help

keep tomatoes off the

ground, or any other plant

that could fall over and take

up a lot of ground space. 

We have a YouTube play list

with 50 video in it focused

on First Garden New

Gardener. Click here   

    Thank you so much for

your help. I am looking

forward to growing my

garden with my nephew.
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlbVfV4J0ngodnp39lVk7Nga1SeKrXJFs


Planning your Garden

Having a plan going into the planting season will help. Knowing that plan can be changed is ok . 

Gardeners spend all winter thinking

about their previous growing season –

reflecting on the good and dwelling

on the bad. Oh the bad things that

happened - too many weeds or not

enough produce. Or why didn’t that

grow like the video showed it would?

Planning your garden large or small is

not a bad thing. Keep in mind that it

is okay to make changes or even not

knowing what should be planted in

the back bed or the front yard. There

are a handful of things to keep in

mind when planning this year’s

garden. Look up and around you

when you are in your yard - will you

have full sun or will that trees fill in

and cause shade on an area of the

garden that full sun plants need? A

few hours of shade is not bad even

for plants like peppers and tomatoes.

A little protection during the hottest

part of the day can help them. But if

that tree is providing more shade

than sun you will want to look at

other plants that will grow better

there.

Rotation of plants is a controversial

topic some gardeners say you must

rotate your crops each year because

plants take out the soil and others put

in. Other gardeners have the mindset

of no there is no need to rotate your

crops because you are growing them

in good soil in your garden - that can

be raised beds or in the ground even

in containers and you keep feeding it

with organic matter (compost). We

fall in the middle. Should you rotate

your crops? I do not think you should

grow tomatoes in the same area of

bed for 10 years in a row however two

or three years is fine. If you have a

disease or bug issue, then it is better

to rotate your crops.

If you found you had an area of the

garden that became too

waterlogged, consider planting a

vining crop such as squash, pumpkins,

or crops you would trellis such as pole

beans or cucumbers. These plants

enjoy a lot of water, but they will

sprawl out or grow up away from that

swampy portion of your garden.

If you felt you took on too much in the

garden, think about what your grew

you really enjoyed and scale it back.

Many seasonal vegetables are readily

available at a local farmers market,

and you can focus on what really

works for you. On the flipside – if you

felt you could grow more, think about

if you want to grow more of a variety

of plants, try something new, or just

grow more of some of your favorites. 

There are other investment

improvements to work on such as

building raised beds, getting more

containers, adding irrigation, to name

a few. If you are newer to gardening,

an upgrade every year or so is a

great timeline for investment. 

Now is the time to plan or reflect.

Gather information, resources,

supplies, and plants and get going in

your garden!

 B Y  J O E Y  B A I R D  
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Get BirdsGet BirdsGet Birds   
in your gardenin your gardenin your garden

   Birds are a very important process in having a good garden and some people may be trying to keep birds out of their

garden. They do not understand the benefit that birds can provide for their garden. Birds are very beneficial to the

garden for many reasons and many reasons people might not even know.

     Some birds actually pollinate. Certain species of birds pollinate garden flowers and they can also help detour or

reduce the amount of weeds in your garden. They eat the seed pods before they can mature and drop in the garden.

There's many different birds which you can bring into your garden based on your geographical location. There are

several ways that you can encourage birds to make the garden a hub in which they pass rough or an environment in

which they can make a pit stop or just hang out there. You need to have habitat in that the birds like. This can be

trees, shrubs, bird houses where they can live and raise their young and also hide to feel safe. We have added a

number of bird feeders around our garden and home. Our bird feeders are of many different shapes sizes and types

because not one bird feeder fits all birds. We fill them with wild delight bird feed which is the premium bird seed. We

like it because it doesn't have any filler and it's everything that the birds want to eat. You'll notice on the ground

beneath bird feeders you have a lot of stuff kicked out, that's the birds picking through and finding the good stuff. Wild

delight does not have that issue, so do not use filler, just the good stuff that the birds want to eat.

     You might want to incorporate a bird bath as well into your landscape. You might find that birds are pecking holes

in your tomatoes or any sort of other juicy plant fruit. They are not trying to eat the tomatoes they are looking for

water. Bird baths help them have a water source. It will also give them a nice place to hang out. A bird bath doesn't

have to be what you may traditionally think of a very fancy concrete bath that has multiple layers with a little fountain

in it. A bird bath can be very simple. A plastic sled that you sit in that has three or four inch walls and is two foot wide.

Fill it with rock pebbles, then fill that up with enough water to where the birds can basically get halfway to have an

area where they can physically get down in it and then walk back up the rocks like a ramp of rocks. With this method

you would need to be aware of larvae of mosquitoes being in that area with the stagnant water. If you have a fountain

or some type of maneuvering of the water the larvae of the mosquitoes do not necessarily are able to withstand that

agitation of the water.

B Y  J O E Y  B A I R D  
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      Getting the birds to come in your garden for more reason then to feast off your wild

delight bird feed in your bird feeder. They are coming because there's a lot of insects in

your garden in the shrubs in the trees on the plants around your garden. That is exactly why

they are showing up. The tomato hornworm is a bug that birds love and you hate as it

devastates tomatoes fast. We have and still do take a wooden post with an empty tuna can

nailed to it filled with bird seed and place it on our tomato patches. This reduces the

tomato hornworm and gives us more tomatoes. If you have the issues with squirrels getting

into your bird feed or feeders wild delight has a bird seed that is dusted with chili powder,

squirrels do not like this and get that in their nostrils in their taste buds they'll go elsewhere.

Birds cannot taste the heat of the chili powder. But do wash your hands after.

There are some birds that you do now want in your garden this includes Blackbirds, Pigeons,

pheasants, Grackles, Cowbirds, Crows and Blue jays and blue jays. These birds can tear

apart your vegetation. People have berry patches. Strawberries, Blackberries, Blueberries,

Raspberries and others. Some of these birds will actually devastate those patches and you'll

have to cover them with a bird netting it's a fine mesh netting. Not all birds are going to do  

 such damage to your vegetation or your berries.

  Bring birds in your yard and garden. You can learn how to set the bird feeders and bird baths, bird houses and

then create a sanctuary in your backyard. Once you get the birds to come they're going to continue to come as

long as you keep feeding them as many as when we grew in the ground

 

https://www.wilddelight.com/


Welcome to the gardening season

2021 As you may have discovered

your favorite seed supply website, will

have a warning or they're not even

active

at this time. They're in business but

they've stopped taking orders

because they have such a backlog of

orders. From who, you may ask,

this is not the norm, The answer is

from everyone basically. From new

gardeners to returning gardeners. 

Some companies have had or currently

are having a delay on order fulfillment

of about 30 days.  Don't be concerned

about this, one major reason for this is

because of the pandemic. Everybody

is staying home and doing

landscaping and gardening of their

own. So for some companies like Seed

Savers Exchange www.seedsavers.org

They also have little kiosks all over the

country and you can find one that is

closest to you. Seed Savers is one that

you can support in this way. Same

thing with a variety of other

companies. You can't get that specific

tomato or eggplant or pepper seed

you were hopping for in 2021,

grab something similar because we've

been told from sources even back

in October early November

that there would be a significant seed

shortage in 2021.

“More than 20 million novice

gardeners picked up a trowel for the

first time swelling the ranks of

American gardeners to more than 63

million according to Bonnie Plants CEO

Mike Sutterer. Most of them were

males under age 35, and they want to

continue gardening in 2021.”

Source: Here

In 2021 Those gardeners are coming

back “The research, conducted by the

Minneapolis-based firm Axiom

Marketing, found that 86% of

homeowners plan to continue

gardening in 2021. Nearly 40% of

those surveyed say they will plant

about the same as

last year, with 47% saying they will be

planting more and expanding

their garden spaces next season.”

Source: Here

 This is great news for those

in the gardening world such as us at

The Wisconsin Vegetable Gardener

media outlet. We are willing to help

wherher there though print videos or

our garden talk radio show The

Gardening with Joey and Holly radio

show. If you can't find the seeds or

you're waiting to get your seeds

ordered and you want to go through a

specific seed company be

patient. 

We can also help if you want to email

us the specific

variety that you're searching for.

gardentalkradio@gmail.com We all

want to work together so we can

grow the best garden we can this

year. So again don't worry about the

seeds that are out of stock,

find something similar and grow what

you can grow where you can grow

it. For more information please visit

Our website here

 B Y  J O E Y  B A R I D
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https://www.seedsavers.org/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/dec/31/gardening-20-million-novices-took-up-hobby-in-2020/
https://www.nurserymag.com/article/post-pandemic-gardening/
https://thewisconsinvegetablegardener.com/


Airing in: 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Saturdays 7-8 AM CST on Joy 1340 AM & 98.7 FM
Denver, Colorado Saturdays 7-8 AM MST (replay Sundays 5-6 MST) on KHNC 1360 AM
Southeast Michigan Sundays 7-8 AM EST on WAAM 1600 AM & 92.7 FM
Utah Saturdays 1-2 PM MST (replay 1-2 PM MST) on KYAH 540 AM
Chippewa Falls, WI Sundays 9-10 AM CST on WOGO 680 AM & 103.1 FM
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Saturdays 6-7 AM EST (replay Monday 6-7 PM EST) on WMBS 590 AM & 101.1 FM
Minneapolis, Minnesota Saturdays 4-5 PM CST (replay Sundays 2-3 PM) on KDIZ 1570 AM
Boston, Massachusetts Saturdays 8-9 AM EST (replay Sundays 5-6 AM EST) on WCRN 830 AM
Kansas City, Missouri Saturdays 6-7 AM CST (replay Sundays 10-11 CST) on KFEQ 680 AM & 107.9 FM
Yankton, South Dakota Sundays 10-11AM CST  Saturdays 2-3 PM CST (when twins baseball in not on) on WNAX
570 AM

Replays are also available on all major podcast platforms

Season 5 of The Gardening with
Joey and Holly Radio show 

Each weekend March - October Joey and Holly come to you via the
radio to talk gardening 

The radio show is also Available on Podcast replay here 

https://thewisconsinvegetablegardenerpodcast.podomatic.com/
https://thewisconsinvegetablegardenerpodcast.podomatic.com/


Sponsors of the show in 2021 
 Click on the logo to got to their website 

Coupon code 

Coupon code Milwaukee only 

https://www.wilddelight.com/
https://ivorganics.com/
http://www.phyllombioproducts.com/home.html
https://proplugger.com/
https://drjimz.com/
https://ezstepproducts.com/pages/products
https://chapinmfg.com/
https://pomonapectin.com/
https://www.dripworks.com/
https://happyleafled.com/
https://www.seedsavers.org/
https://deerdefeat.com/
https://www.natgreenproducts.com/
http://blueribbonorganics.com/
https://myrootmaker.com/
https://waterhoop.com/
https://www.treediaper.com/
https://www.seedlinked.com/
https://www.waltonsinc.com/
https://www.janiesmill.com/
https://www.tigertorchltd.com/
https://bloomineasyplants.com/
https://simplyearth.com/
https://timberprocoatingsusa.com/


 
Sponsors of the show in 2021 

Click on the logo to got to their website 

Milwaukee only 

Coupon code 

Follow us on these platforms 

https://www.quick-snap.com/
https://www.ironwoodtools.com/
https://rinsekit.com/
https://rinconvitova.com/
https://mysoulbrew.com/
https://strawbalegardens-com.myshopify.com/collections/balebuster-bale-preparation-formula
https://getchipdrop.com/
https://www.natureslawn.com/GardenTalk
https://rescue.com/
https://yardglider.com/
https://piperandleaf.com/
https://www.instagram.com/thewisconsinvegetablegardener/
https://www.facebook.com/wisconsinvegetablegardeners
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBuHZBOAdIYEYpBB3dvQm_g
https://twitter.com/TheWIVegGardenr

